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 . Hey guys, just wondering if anyone could help me. i have a old song that was recorded on a old tape deck. it has a bad squeal noise to it, and the sound has gotten quieter over the years. i have another copy on another tape deck, and its a much cleaner version. i want to be able to make the one on the old tape deck sound like the other one. the only thing i know how to do is go into the mixdown utility,
and try to click as many different parts of the song as i can, but i am pretty sure that the problem is that the tape had some wear on it and lost a lot of quality. any ideas? Thanks in advance (also, i cannot post links or anything because i am a noob, so i am going to type it out. yeah, so i was wondering if there was anything i could do to the track to make it sound cleaner, or if its just impossible. Click to
expand... Any software that you can use on the source tape itself? Because you say it has a squeal noise, it will have some kind of squealing noise when you record it in different settings. So you can always're-record' with settings to get rid of that annoying noise, no matter what software you are using. Just try and capture the sound you want as soon as you hear the noise, because it's probably only a few
seconds on the track. As for cleaning the audio, a lot of pros use a sound-proof box with a 2-way microphone/headphone setup to try and get as clean as possible in a recording studio, and you may want to try that with your old tape. Yeah, I dont have any software, i just use the tape recorder. and the noise is one of the tracks that i need to clean up. But if you haven't already tried it, check out Audacity
(free software) and the fast track function to remove unwanted sounds. Because you say it has a squeal noise, it will have some kind of squealing noise when you record it in different settings. So you can always're-record' with settings to get rid of that annoying noise, no matter what software you are using. Just try and capture the sound you want as soon as you hear the noise, because it's probably only
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